Some years ago the direct-methods origin-free modulus sum function (S) [1] was adapted to the processing of intensity data from density functions with positive and negative peaks [2]. That implementation used phase relationships explicitly. Although successfully applied to different situations where the number of reflections was small, its generalization to larger problems required avoiding the time-consuming manipulation of quartet terms. To circumvent this limitation, a modification of the more recent S-FFT algorithm [3] (that maximizes S with only Fourier transforms) was investigated. The resulting S 2 -FFT algorithm proved highly effective for crystal structures with positive and negative scatterers in the presence of at least one moderate scatterer in the unit cell [4]. To increase its versatility, the S-FFT algorithm has been adapted now to density functions formed exclusively by positive and negative peaks of similar strength. The results are very promising and some examples describing different situations are analysed in detail. The number of structures flagged in the CSD as disordered has doubled over the last 25 years, so that the treatment of disorder has become a significant hindrance to fully automatic structure determination. In a disordered structure, the classical partially occupied anisotropic displacement parameter model is not always appropriate [1] . A new treatment has been devised which integrates a free-form refinement of the disorder together with traditional refinement of other parameters. The method optimises and illustrates the free-form, as well as quantifies and refines related parameters. We investigate a free form disorder refinement method to optimally combine classic refinement with an iterative process between object and diffraction pattern, overwriting known information in each space. To optimise the region of interest (ROI) boundaries (in our case, a disordered region), the ROI is modelled after each iteration as a free form with deformable models, where a surface is defined within the density domain, able to move under the influence of internal forces coming from within the model itself and external forces computed from the density values. We use the gradient vector flow (GVF) field [2] for the external force, computed as a diffusion of the gradient vectors of a density-value. The GVF was preferred to other forces because of its large capture range and its ability to move a deformable model into boundary concavities. Given the results obtained from a classic refinement which indicated a potential disorder, the initial free-form configuration is defined within the ROI, in the real space where the optimisation process of a deformable model will operate. Thus the main loop of the refinement process consists of two parts of residuals: one computed as known with all non-disordered sites; the other using the structure factors, obtained by inverse-transform of the optimised ROI. Other parts can be included as usual, such as restraints. The resulting refined parameters and phases produce a new density which when added to the current ROI define a domain where a new ROI optimisation operates. At the final iteration, the refined form represented as 2-simplex meshes is then visualised, jointly with the refined non-disordered sites, using a volumetric visualisation method, instead of a surfacic one based on iso-surface. We will discuss how this method leads to improved parameter estimates and a more favourable and comprehensive 3D representation. Notwithstanding, a new specification for a CIF file is required to support the free-form representation. [3,4]. All aspects of the structure determination and publication process are presented in a single, workflow-driven package -from structure solution, refinement and CIF preparation through to the final step of generating publication reports and tables. While Olex2 combines a wide variety of sophisticated crystallo graphic tools (space-group determination, symmetry tools, charge-flipping structure solution, smtbxbased refine ment routines, tools to deal with disorder efficiently, void calculation, electron density viewer, polyhedral volume calculation and many more), this presentation will focus on workflow aspect of this software:
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It is not about what the program does but about what results are expected. Olex2 enables any scientist with an interest in single-crystal diffraction to perform all aspects of structure solution, refinement and publication tasks correctly and, in routine cases, without the need to refer to a trained crystallographer. This is achieved through a strong emphasis on workflow, combined with clear and indicative visual feedback of what is happening in any given task, on the way towards a publishable small-molecule structure. This makes Olex2 a very useful aid in teaching of small-molecule crystallography. Olex2 is open source software and is available free of charge to academic users from http://www.olex2.org
